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“Fragrant Miniature Orchids”

An in-person Presentation by Kelly McCracken of
High Desert Orchids
Sunday, September 18 from 1 pm to 5 pm: Presentation at 2 pm
In the Azalea Room at Lewis Ginter Botanical Garden
The most common question Kelly is asked about plants is “is it fragrant?” It seems that many orchid growers select their
plants based on whether or not the plant is fragrant. For those of you who grow in limited space, but still love a nose full
of floral fragrance, this is the talk for you. Kelly will go over several dozen fragrant species that will stay small (6” and
smaller) and their culture. She will also describe their unique fragrances.
Kelly McCracken, owner of High Desert
Orchids, started as an avid hobbyist, and like
many of us, couldn’t stop buying plants.
Quickly one greenhouse became two, and now
she grows plants in a unique 3,000 sq ft
high-bay industrial warehouse space all under
artificial lights. Kelly specializes in miniature
plants, with a particular affection for miniature
Cattleyas, Angraecoids, Jewel Orchids,
and Dendrobiums.

https://highdesertorchids.com

Preorder orchids from her website by September 15th., receive a 10% discount, and she will bring
your orchids to the meeting.
All photos from High Desert Orchid’s website
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Virginia Orchid Society
2022-2023 Officers:
President: Donna Poland
in2gifted@gmail.com
President-Elect: Irina Neverova

ineverova@yahoo.ca
Vice President & Program Chair:
Robin Maiorana
rmyorana@gmail.com
Treasurer: Paul McNamara
mcnamara_paul_j@yahoo.com
Corresponding Secretary &
Membership Chair:
Joanne Brothers
jbrothers165@gmail.com
Recording Secretary: Benjii Maust
turnbacktime113@gmail.com
Hospitality Chair: Cinnie Clark
halfturtle1756@gmail.com
Library Chair: Robert Thiessen
whitecloud20xx@gmail.com
Publicity Chair: LeAnne Wingo
bookerlm1@yahoo.com
Endowment Chair: Debby Sauer
ddsauer@gmail.com

President’s Message - Welcome Back!!
There is a lot to be excited about as we start off the new ‘VOS’ year!!
Our next meeting, Sunday, Sept. 18th, will be at our new meeting place – the
Azalea Room at Lewis Ginter Botanical Garden (LGBG). We now have an
MOU with LGBG for our meetings. The Azalea Room is bright (lots of
windows), spacious, has Wifi and a screen, space for some refreshments, and
speakers can exchange money at the facility! The room will be set up in
advance – we only need to bring our computer/projector and lots of orchids to
share!! While you do not have to be a LGBG member to attend our meetings,
if you want to visit the gardens before or after the meeting, you will need to
enter through the main entrance to the Garden and show your membership
card or pay for admission.
This summer we also finalized our MOU with LGBG for the 2023 VOS
Orchid Show. This year we will have more space in the conservatory for
orchid displays. In keeping with more space, we will have our vendors in the
auditorium. Right beside the auditorium will be our lecture room in the Azalea
room – again, giving us more space for the show lectures. The events of the
show are being planned so stay tuned for updates.
Robin has worked hard this summer to ensure that all our meetings have
speakers. We are thrilled with the line-up – see the listing later in the
newsletter!
Finally, we had a wonderful time of talking, laughing and eating food at our
picnic this August. Everyone bought a dish and they were all delicious!!
Cinnie had an assortment of refreshments for everyone!! Chadwick’s opened
their store for us to use as a central meeting place and location for our food. In
addition, they provided a wonderful going way gift (small orchid) when we
left!! Kudos to Robin, Cinnie, and Chadwick’s – fun was had by all!!
See you soon! . . . . Donna

Education Chair: Linda Lawrence
llawrence@reynolds.edu
AOS Affiliated Societies Rep:
Daune Poklis
daunepoklis@gmail.com
Past President: Gary Marshall
junemarshalldesigns@outlook.com
Newsletter Editor & Webmaster:
Ron Geraci
virginiaorchidsociety@gmail.com
Judges Forum: Michael and
Coreen Gelber
caddis1079@gmail.com
Show Chair: Irina Neverova
ineverova@yahoo.ca

A Reminder: Membership Renewal Time!
Please fill out the membership renewal form attached to the email
and mail it with your check to the address on the form or bring both to
the meeting. As you can see on page three, we have a very
interesting schedule of speakers this year.

Our Meeting Location:

The Azalea Room in the

Kelly Education Center
Lewis Ginter Botanical Garden
1800 Hilliard Road, Henrico, VA 23228

Covid-19 Compliance: Currently the Garden has no covid-19 restrictions. Thank
you for helping us maintain the health and safety of our members, but please do not come if
you feel ill.
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Triangle Orchid Society Show
"Fall for Orchids"

Triangle OS show on September 24-25 at Raleigh Arboretum
Triangle Orchid Society is going to have an orchid show at JC Raulston Arboretum in Raleigh on the
last weekend in September. VOS has decided to support the show and put up a display. The set-up is
on Friday, September 23 and take down on Sunday, September 25. Sue Fulgham and Irina Neverova
are looking for volunteers with the set up and take down and most importantly for the flowering
orchids to create the display. Since the VOS meeting is conveniently on the Sunday before the show
the plants can be collected at our meeting or the pick up/drop off can be arranged with Irina
(ineverova@yahoo.ca or 804-536-7136) or Sue (sandt2002@aol.com or 804-739-4551) for
Wednesday-Thursday of that week.
Also looking for large GREEN pumpkin as a prop for the display. If anyone knows where to get
green/unripe live pumpkin or have an artificial one we can paint, please contact Irina.
Looking forward to Fall with your Orchids into an autumn show.
Irina

2022-2023 VOS Schedule
Sept. 11 – VOS board meeting in Classroom 2 in the Kelly Educational Building
at LGBG, from 1:30-3:30 : Everyone welcome
Sept. 18, 2022 – Kelly McCracken from High Desert Orchids
“Fragrant Miniature Orchids”
Oct. 16 – Rob Griesbach, research genetics in Floral and Nursery Plants
“Orchid Breeding History”
Nov. 13 – Harry Gallis MD, an AOS Judge and President of Triangle OS
“Dendrobium Species Culture”
Dec. 4 – Member Bingo Holiday Party, at Faison Center
Jan. 8 – VOS board meeting: Everyone welcome
Jan. 15, 2023 – Jeff Morris, acting President of Charlottesville OS
“Tools Techniques Tricks for Orchid Growing”
Feb. 19 – Joe Mathias, VOS member and former student judge
“How to Grow your Orchids and Groom them for the Show”
Mar. 3-5 – Annual VOS-AOS judged show at LGBG
March 19 – Bill Bodei, AOS Trustee Creating
“Beautiful Outdoor Spaces Where Orchids Thrive”
April 23 – VOS board meeting: Everyone welcome
April 16 – Ray Barkalow of First Rays
“The Nutrition of Orchids”
May 21 – Arthur Katz, AOS Judge
“Orchid Hunting in Ecuador”
June 11 – VOS board meeting: Everyone welcome
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Fragrance in Orchids. . . An Ephemeral Enigma
Steven A. Frowine
Reprinted with permission from “Orchid Digest,” A-M-J 2016
www.orchiddigest.org

PROBABLY MOST FOLKS are first attracted to the huge vast of fabulous colors and shapes of orchids. But I have
observed that shortly after a viewer gasps at these flowers, they next bend over for a smell. Fortunately, many orchids
don't disappoint and offer an enormous array of heady, sweet scents even though there are those that are repugnant. This
article just scratches the surface of this intriguing subject.

The Sense of Smell Plays an Important Role in Our Lives
Scent is detected differently by men than women, and every individual experiences it uniquely. What is an alluring scent
to one person may be repugnant to another.
The Sense of Smell Institute states in their brochure, Living Well with Your Sense of Smell, "Compared to our other
senses, relatively little was known about our sense of smell and it was certainly the one most taken for granted."
Writers can sometimes express phenomena more clearly to the layperson than a scientist. Helen Keller wrote, "Smell is
a potent wizard that transports us across thousands of miles and all the years that we have lived."
Our sense of smell is most acute between the ages of 20 to 40. In general, men seem to have less perceptive noses than
females. The presence of a scent can bring back memories, good and bad. It is interesting to note that in a paper entitled
"Hemispheric Lateralization in the Processing of Odor Pleasantness Versus Odor Names" by R. S. Herz, C. McCall, and
L. Cahill from the Monell Chemical Senses Center in Philadelphia it is postulated that odor pleasantness evaluations were
better perceived by the right nostril and that odor name or recognitions was perceived by the left nostril.

Scents Have "Notes"
Scent has similarities to music in that it has "notes." The high note is usually its most powerful and volatile one that is the
first smell detected. Later, as the fragrance mellows it takes on a different "tone" that is usually heavier. Scent in
orchids is most obvious when it is warm and humid, and the air is still.
Cold air puts a damper on it. Many orchids (many of the white ones that
are night pollinated), give off their fragrance at night.
When most folks think of fragrance in the plant world, roses come to
mind and for good reason; many of them have delightful scents.
However, in terms of a variety of delicious and disgusting scents, orchids
beat roses by a mile. Orchid scents cover the complete range of fruits
(oranges, lemons, bananas, pineapple), many foods (coconut and
chocolate), other flowers (roses, gardenias, and hyacinths), spices
(cinnamon, allspice), and the disgusting smell of rotten meat. Some of the
bulbophyllums, especially those with dark flowers, fall in this last
category. One very stinking example is Bulbophyllum beccarii, which
is said to smell like a thousand dead elephants rotting in the sun!

©Lourens Grobler

What Is Scent and How is it Perceived?

Bulbophyllum beccarii smells like a thousand dead
elephants rotting in the sun.
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The world is full of an impressive array of scents. The literature states
that there are between 4,000 and 10,000 distinct odors, all of which
humans are sensitive to and can detect.
Smell is said to be one of the "chemical senses" (the other being taste)
since it depends upon chemicals to be triggered. Both these senses are
closely related, in fact, some scientists say that about 75% of taste is
actually smell. This is probably one of the reasons that many of the words
we use to describe fragrances are favorite foods such as coconut,
chocolate, vanilla, oranges, candy, apples, bread, flavored soda, and
chewing gum, or spices like cinnamon.

©Eric Hunt

©Steven Frowine

Maxillariella tenuifolia with a coconut fragrance.

Paph. emersonii ‘Kate’s Moon’ smells like chocolate.

There is another critical element of scent: the strong emotional connotations that scents have in our lives. The fresh smell
of a new day, the perfume of spring flowers, the unique scent of a loved one, the heavy perfume of lilies that hangs in the
warm, humid summer air are all poignant "scent memories" of treasured experiences in our lives. This aspect of scent is
very subjective and difficult to define or quantify, but nonetheless is a very vital quality of scent to humans.

The Inadequate Language of Scent

Some scientists have tried their best to assign word descriptors to scents, with varying success. Carolus Linnaeus
(1707-1778) is best known for his development of the binomial classification systems that is now in universal use by life
scientists throughout the world. Few people are aware that he also developed one of the first systems of categorizing
odors. He placed them in seven groups: 1) Camphoraceus, 2) Musky, 3) Floral, 4) Pepperminty, 5) Ethereal, 6) Pungent,
and 7) Putrid.
More recently, Roman Kaiser, a fragrance and flavor chemist, in his book,
The Scent of Orchids, Olfactory and Chemical Investigations, describes
orchid scents as being one of four basic types according to olfactory and
chemical criteria: White-Floral, Rosy-Floral, Ionone-Floral, and SpicyFloral.
White-Floral is the fragrance that is frequently found with white flowers.
Most common examples include jasmine, gardenia, honeysuckle, and orange
blossoms. These highly pleasantly scented flowers are often most potent in
the evening or night and, as is commonly the case with white flowers, are
night pollinated. Among orchids, this group would include the genera of
Angraecum, Aerangis, and Brassavola.
The Rosy-Floral scent is derived from roses, specifically Rosa centifolia,
Rosa damascena, and Rosa gallica. The roses from Chinese descent, like
many of the hybrid teas in our gardens, do not share this same scent. Other
flowers that fall in this category of scents include cyclamen, lily of the
valley, and sweet pea. The scents from this group are at their strongest
during the day when it is sunny and warm.
The third group, the Ionone-Floral, is found in orange-yellow and yellowLaelia anceps has a vanilla fragrance.
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For our other senses like hearing, taste and sight, we have a well-established vocabulary to describe them, but for the
sense of smell, it is frequently much more difficult for most of us to come up with definitive descriptions. Usually, the
most we can do is rely on similes such as, "It smells like jasmine." A report from the Howard Hughes Medical Institute
called Seeing, Hearing and Smelling the World states, "Our culture places such a low value on olfaction that we have
never developed a proper vocabulary for it." In A Natural History of the Senses, Diane Ackerman notes that it is
impossible to explain how something smells to someone who hasn't smelled it. "There are names for all pastels in a hue,"
she writes—but none for the tones and tints of smell. She also states, "Nor can odors be measured on a kind of linear scale
that scientists use to measure the wavelength of light or the frequency of sounds."

brown flowers. This group includes the heavy fragrance of freesia and
Osmanthus fragrans. The Ionone-Floral group can cause olfactory
overload so that after a few seconds of inhaling flowers in this category,
the perception of scent is dulled to such a degree that the nose needs to
have a "time-out" before being able to detect accurately and recognize
other flower scents.
The Spicy-Floral group is the last category and is best expressed by
carnations. Masdevallia glandulosa and Prosthechea radiata are orchids
with such a scent.

Roy Genders, in his book Scented Flora of the World, sites an interesting
study completed at the end of the nineteenth century by a French
authority on scented flowers. After examining over 4000 plants, it was
revealed that white and yellow flowers accounted for over 60 percent of
all fragrant flowers and that most of the rest were flowers of pale pink or
purple. This study further found that the order of the strength of scent or
perfume by color was: "white, bluish-white, pale pink, mauve-pink, pale
yellow, yellow and purple; plants bearing blue, orange, red or brown
flowers have a high degree of pigmentation and generate little or no
scent." While many of these generalizations hold true for the orchid
family, there are exceptions. One glaring example is Oncidium Sharry
Baby, which has a very sweetly scented, dark red flower (and various
other color forms). But it is true that many of the most fragrant orchids
are, indeed, white, pink and pale yellow.

©Eric Hunt

The Most Fragrant Flower Colors

Gongora galeata has a strong orange fragrance.

Mr. Genders made another interesting observation. Scents of the various genera
within a plant family are very similar throughout the family. This is true, to
some degree, with the orchid family. Hybrids using these species sometime
carry the fragrance of their parents, other times not and, interestingly, can have a
totally different fragrance.
Many people identify an "orchid scent" as being the heavy, sweet fragrance of
the large cattleyas. This is primarily the popular belief because they were at one
time the quintessential orchids that were sold on Mother's Day and for prom
corsages for so many years. For numerous people, the only orchids they saw at
florist shops were cattleyas; very few other orchids were known or available.
Now orchids, with seemingly endless varieties, shapes, colors, and scents, are
available from box stores to specialty orchid growers, so there is no longer any
"typical orchid scent."

©Eric Hunt

Related Plants Sometimes Have Similar Scents

Lycaste brevispatha with a fresh apple fragrance.

Fragrance Has Notes

©Steven Frowine

In his humorous and very informative book, Orchid Fever, Eric Hansen relates
how Mr. Katsuhiko Tokuda, a senior perfumer from the Japanese cosmetic
company, Shiseido, explains this concept.
"You have to smell through the first thing that hits your nose because this is
usually the lighter aspect, often a lemony point. It is the most volatile
component. The different notes or aspects reveal themselves in stages, and you
have to smell through them to get to the bottom of the fragrance puzzle. If you
open a bottle of perfume, what is in the neck of the bottle is what hits you first.
This is the top note. Then you put the fragrance on your skin and let it evaporate
for about 10 seconds, which gives you the middle ones. The base notes are the
least volatile, and they come up last. Use the same criteria for evaluating and
understanding the scent of orchids or any other sort of flower."
Warczewiczella amazonica has a very strong smell
of candy.
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Dendrobium arachnites smells like cinnamon.

Coelogyne lawrenceana has a floral
fragrance.

Bullbophyllum maximum has a musky scent.

When Does an Orchid Smell Its Best?
Frequently, people are disappointed when they cannot detect the fragrance of an orchid that has a reputation for its sweet scent. There
are many variables in this mystery of flower fragrance and scent can be elusive. Some orchids smell strongest for only a few hours in
the morning while others, especially the night-pollinated varieties, only yield their alluring scent in the evening. If the flowers are
typically fragrant during the day, they usually reach their peak of fragrance when it is warm and in mid-day. Cold, gloomy days put a
damper on fragrance. If it is very humid, scent tends to hang in the air longer. For many orchids, the maturity of the flower has some
bearing on the strength of the scent and it takes a few days after they are open before their scent can be detected. If the air is still, the
fragrance is stronger than if it is gusty. Immediately after a rainfall, the oils that emit the fragrance frequently have been diluted and
are thus weaker. A plant in good health also tends to produce a stronger scent. There can be variation even within the same species;
some selections are more fragrant than others. Also, there is much variation among people regarding their individual abilities to detect
different scents. What one person will describe as a heavenly aroma, another may find repugnant.

Why Aren't Flowers as Fragrant as They Used to be?

The Function of Fragrance in Orchids
As lovely and as appreciated as some orchid fragrances are by our sense of smell, their
reason for being has nothing to do with us. We are just one of the inconsequential (to
the plant) beneficiaries. Fragrance is an important tool that plants use to insure their
Epidendrum ciliare is an example of the whitesurvival by attracting pollinators. In an article by Lee C. Soule in the July 1990 issue
of the American Orchid Society Bulletin, he identifies some of the ways that fragrance floral fragrance.
serves this function for orchids. It attracts pollinators to an important food source
because fragrance is associated with liquid nectar and pollen that contain highly nutritious sugars sought out by bees, hummingbirds,
flies, butterflies, and other creatures. Fragrance is also a powerful sex attractant to various pollinators. We do not need the birds and
the bees to tell us as this is what the perfume industry is all about.
For much more detailed information on the various intriguing pollination mechanisms in orchids, readers are referred to the classic
study on this topic, Orchid Flowers: Their Pollination and Evolution by L. van der Pijl and Calaway H . Dodson.
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It is a common lament among gardeners everywhere that flowers of today don't have
the heady fragrances that they used to. Mr. Genders notes that "as color (pigment) is
bred into flowers, the scent is usually lost." This has happened quite a bit in many
horticultural arenas. It has probably been most apparent with roses and some of the
old-fashioned flowers that recently are primarily bred for larger flower size, a wider
range of flower colors, compact plant habit, increased production and vigor, and insect
and disease resistance. For the most part, orchids have faced the same plight. It has not
been a conspiracy by plant breeders to banish fragrance; scent has just not been a high
breeding or selection priority. As a result, the other sought-after attributes won out.
Times and garden trends are changing. Rose and other flower breeders and their
customers, gardeners, are showing a new appreciation for fragrance in their flowers
that are grown both in their outside gardens and in their greenhouses, sunrooms, and
windowsills. It seems that more people these days, gardeners or not, are attracted to a
more "holistic" lifestyle where it is more "natural" for a flower to have a pleasant
fragrance. Large flower size is taking a back seat to fragrance and other desirable
qualities like ease of growing, flowering, and compact growth habit. Some orchid
growers now have separate listings or notations in their catalogs or on their website to
show which orchids are particularly fragrant. Orchid breeders are looking with a new
eye (or nose) at the importance of their new hybrids having this alluring feature.

The Process of Judging Orchid Fragrance
There are many obstacles to judging orchid fragrance. Heading the list is
the fact that scents are very personal experiences, so there is a myriad of
opinions about what a particular orchid smells like and whether this scent is
pleasant or not. Orchids emit their scent at different times of the day or
during the evening.
Linet Hamman is a Director of Van Rooyen Orchids in South Africa and an
accredited orchid judge and has been involved with their orchid fragrance
judging. She states, "The science of smelling/sniffing is quite controversial.
Some people believe that you only need to whiff the air above the flower
(called "headspace" by perfumers). Others suggest a waving or sniffing
action, while another school believes that you have to stick your nose right
into it."
Dendrobium moniliforme has a rosy-floral scent.
Ms. Hamman explains that the South African Orchid Society has come up
with a practical, simple approach to evaluate orchid fragrance. They judge
on these criteria: 1) Intensity. How strong is the fragrance? 2) Diffuseness. Can you smell it from a distance or only very close? 3)
Pleasantness. How pleasant (or unpleasant) is the fragrance? 4) Elegance. How well rounded and "perfumistic" is the fragrance?
Chemical notes and "thin" fragrances are marked down.
All characteristics are scored on a one to ten basis except for pleasantness, which is scored one to twenty. A maximum of fifty points
is possible.
For an extensive list of orchids and their fragrance check this incredibly comprehensive list compiled by Sydney H . Yearron of the
Victoria Orchid Society in Victoria, British Columbia, Canada, http://www.canadianorchidcongress.ca/Fragrant.pdf

Get Your Nose into Shape
In her book entitled, The Essence of Paradise, Tovah Martin proclaims that among we humans "...olfactory proficiency has taken a
nosedive in the last century. We don't exercise our nose enough. And, as a result, our sense of smell has suffered."
Jochen (Joe) Heydel, a retired senior perfumer with Symrise Company and a fragrance judge for the New York International Orchid
Show, says it takes five to six years of intensive odor training before a professional perfumer's nose is up to snuff. By this time, he or
she should be able to recognize about 3,000 odors. Mr. Heydel makes constant use of his olfactory skills in everyday life. He says he
always experiences life in three dimensions—sight, sound and smell—and that his nose is "always on alert."
Mr. Heydel commented that all noses are not the same and that some people naturally have a higher odor perception than others. Since
he made his living with his nose, he obviously was blessed with a super nose. But he suffers from "Salmon Nose Envy." He said, "Just
think about how sensitive the sense of smell is for a salmon. It finds its way from the ocean to its nesting place in freshwater, hundreds
or more miles solely depending on its fabulous sense of smell!"
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Fragrance in Orchids Gets New Respect
Orchids have been formally judged for 150 years, but the
primary criteria used to choose award winners has been
flower size, substance, color, and shape. In 1989, the famous
Japanese Grand Prix International Orchid Festival took an
important step by becoming the first orchid show in the
world to establish an orchid fragrance competition. The
judges were both perfume professionals and expert orchid
growers. The Japanese have a long history of appreciating
flowers purely for their scent. Some of the species of
Oriental cymbidiums have been greatly revered for centuries
for their delicate, sweet fragrance, so it seems logical that the
Japanese would be pioneers in evaluating this quality in
orchids. From this show, new standards for evaluating and
classifying scents of orchids were established. The Japanese
Lycaste deppei smells of peppermint.
divide orchids into two types, To-Yo-Ran (Oriental
Cymbidiums) and Yo-Ran, which are those introduced from
the Western World. Within this group, orchids were evaluated on four basic qualities of fragrance: intensity, gorgeousness, elegance,
and freshness. What a job the judges must have had to have to quantify these qualities for all of the entries!
The Greater New York Orchid Society Show of 1992 was the first show in the US that held orchid-fragrance judging. Professional
perfumers from Europe and Japan and American Orchid Society judges rubbed shoulders to do the honors of selecting the orchids
with the best fragrance. The show officials reported that there was a great deal of interest from the public in this fragrance
competition. Having such a prestigious orchid show place importance on fragrance demonstrates how scent in orchids is finally
getting its due.

Although few of us are blessed with a highly perceptive and trained nose that Mr. Heydel has, we can all do our part to make fragrance
and smelling a more important part of our lives. The orchids give you the perfect opportunity to perform painless, no sweat, sweet
calisthenics with your nose. What a delightful way to work your way back to the nose fitness that you were born with!
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Onc. Sharry Baby ‘Masaki’ is one of the exceptions
to the flower color rule with a very sweetly-scented,
dark red flowwer.

Prosthechea radiate has a spicy-floral
fragrance.
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